An algebraically motivated generalization of Gosper's algorithm to inde nite bibasic hypergeometric summation is presented. In particular, it is shown how Paule's concept of greatest factorial factorization of polynomials can be extended to the bibasic case. It turns out that most of the bibasic hypergeometric summation identities from literature can be proved and even found this way. A Mathematica implementation of the algorithm is available from the author.
Theoretical Background
In this section, q-greatest factorial factorization (qGFF) of polynomials, which has been introduced by Paule (cf. Paule and Riese 9] ) providing an algebraic explanation of q-hypergeometric telescoping, is extended to the bibasic hypergeometric case. It turns out that to this end the q-case argumentation can be carried over almost word by word.
Bibasic Greatest Factorial Factorization
Let Zdenote the set of all integers, and N the set of all non-negative integers. Let p, q, x, and y be xed indeterminates. Assume K = L( 1 ; : : :; n ) to be the eld of rational functions in a xed number of indeterminates 1 ; : : :; n , n 2 N, where p 6 = i 6 = y and q 6 = i 6 = x, 1 i n, over some computable eld L of characteristic 0 and not containing p, q, x, and y. (For the sake of simplicity with regard to the implementation we will restrict ourselves to the case where L is the rational number eld Q.) The transcendental extension of K by the indeterminates p and q is denoted by F, i.e., F = K(p; q).
For P 2 F x; y], let the bibasic shift operator be given by ( P)(x; y) = P(qx; py). The extension of this shift operator to the rational function eld F(x; y), the quotient eld of the polynomial ring F x; y], will be also denoted by .
De nition 1. A polynomial P 2 F x] (resp. P 2 F y]) is called q-monic (resp. p-monic) if P(0) = 1. A polynomial P 2 F x; y] is called bibasic monic if P(x; 0) 6 = 0 6 = P(0; y) and either P(0; 0) = 1, or P(0; 0) = 0 and the coe cients of P are relatively prime polynomials in F. y Example. (i) The following polynomials are bibasic monic: P 1 (x; y) = 1; P 2 (x; y) = 1 ? apqx 2 y 3 ; P 3 (x; y) = (1 ? q) 2 x 2 + py:
(ii) The following polynomials are not bibasic monic: P 4 (x; y) = q; P 5 (x; y) = xy ? apqx 2 y 3 ; P 6 (x; y) = (1 ? q) ?1 px 2 + py:
The properties of being q-monic, p-monic, and bibasic monic are clearly invariant with respect to the bibasic shift operator , i.e., if P is q-monic, p-monic, or bibasic monic, then the same holds true for P. Furthermore, the product of two bibasic monic polynomials is again bibasic monic. Also note that a bibasic monic polynomial P satis es gcd(x; P) = 1 = gcd(y; P).
Evidently, any non-zero polynomial P 2 F x; y] has a unique factorization, the bibasic monic decomposition, in the form P = z x y P ; where z 2 F, ; 2 N, and P 2 F x; y] is bibasic monic. The bibasic monic decomposition of a polynomial P 6 = 0 can be computed easily as follows. De ne := maxfi 2 N : x i jPg, := maxfj 2 N : y j jPg, and put P := x ? y ? P. If P(0; 0) 6 = 0 de ne z := P(0; 0), otherwise let l denote the least common multiple of all coe cient-denominators of P, let g denote the greatest common divisor of all coe cients of l P, and de ne z := g=l. Then, for P := z ?1 P, the bibasic monic decomposition of P is given by P = z x y P .
Example. The bibasic monic decompositions of the polynomials P 4 , P 5 , and P 6 from the example above are given by P 4 = q x 0 y 0 1; P 5 = 1 x y (1 ? apqxy 2 ); P 6 = p 1 ? q x 0 y 0 (x 2 + (1 ? q)y):
Moreover, we assume the result of any gcd computation over F x; y] as being normalized in the following sense. If P 1 = z 1 x 1 y 1 P 1 and P 2 = z 2 x 2 y 2 P 2 are the bibasic monic decompositions of P 1 ; P 2 2 F x; y], we de ne gcd p;q (P 1 ; P 2 ) := gcd(x 1 ; x 2 ) gcd(y 1 ; y 2 ) gcd p;q (P 1 ; P 2 ); where the gcd p;q of two bibasic monic polynomials is understood to be bibasic monic.
The polynomial degree in x and y of any P 2 F x; y] is denoted by deg x (P) and deg y (P), respectively.
De nition 2. For any bibasic monic polynomial P 2 F x; y] and k 2 N, the k-th falling bibasic factorial P] k p;q of P is de ned as
Note that by the null convention Q i2; P i := 1 we have P] 0 p;q = 1. In general, polynomials arising in bibasic hypergeometric summation have several di erent representations in terms of falling bibasic factorials. From all possibilities, we shall consider only the one taking care of maximal chains, which informally can be obtained as follows. One selects irreducible factors of P in such a way that their product, say P k;1 (x; y) P k;1 (q ?1 x; p ?1 y) P k;1 (q ?k+1 x; p ?k+1 y); forms a falling bibasic factorial P k;1 ] k p;q of maximal length k. For the remaining irreducible factors of P this procedure is applied again in order to nd all k-th falling factorial divisors P k;1 ] k p;q ; : : :; P k;l ] k p;q of that type. Then P k ] k p;q := P k;1 P k;l ] k p;q forms the bibasic factorial factor of P of maximal length k. Iterating this procedure one gets a factorization of P in terms of \greatest" factorial factors.
De nition 3. We say that hP 1 ; : : :; P k i, P i 2 F x; y], is a bibasic GFF-form of a bibasic monic polynomial P 2 F x; y], written as GFF p;q (P) = hP 1 ; : : :; P k i, if the following conditions hold:
(GFF p;q 1) P = P 1 ] 1 p;q P k ] k p;q , (GFF p;q 2) each P i is bibasic monic, and k > 0 implies P k 6 = 1, (GFF p;q 3) for i j we have gcd p;q ( P i ] i p;q ; P j ) = 1 = gcd p;q ( P i ] i p;q ; ?j P j ).
Note that GFF p;q (1) = hi. Condition (GFF p;q 3) intuitively can be understood as prohibiting \overlaps" of bibasic factorials that violate length maximality. The following theorem states that, as in the q-hypergeometric case, the bibasic GFF-form is unique and thus provides a canonical form. From algorithmic point of view it is important to note that the bibasic GFF-form can be computed in an iterative manner essentially involving only gcd computations.
In q-hypergeometric summation, the normalized gcd of a polynomial P and its q-shift P plays a fundamental role, as the gcd of P and its shift EP does in ordinary hypergeometric summation, where (EP)(x) = P(x + 1). The same is true for bibasic hypergeometric summation with respect to the bibasic shift operator . The mathematical and algorithmic essence lies in the following lemma.
Lemma 1 (Fundamental GFF p;q Lemma). Let Thus, if GFF p;q (P) = hP 1 ; : : :; P k i, then GFF p;q (gcd p;q (P; P)) = hP 2 ; : : :; P k i. Consequently, dividing P with GFF p;q (P) = hP 1 ; : : :; P k i by ?1 gcd p;q (P; P) or gcd p;q (P; P) results in separating the product of the rst, respectively last, falling bibasic factorial entries, or in other words P ?1 gcd p;q (P; P) = P 1 P 2 P k and P gcd p;q (P; P) = P 1 ( ?1 P 2 ) ( ?k+1 P k ):
Bibasic Hypergeometric Telescoping
A sequence (f k ) k2Z is said to be bibasic hypergeometric (see, e.g. Petkov sek, Wilf, and Zeilberger 11]) in p and q over F, if there exists a rational function 2 F(x; y) such that f k+1 =f k = (q k ; p k ) for all k where the quotient is well-de ned.
Assume we are given a bibasic hypergeometric sequence (f k ) k2Z . Then the problem of bibasic hypergeometric telescoping is to decide whether there exists a bibasic hypergeometric sequence (g k ) k2Z such that g k+1 ? g k = f k ; (1) and if so, to determine (g k ) k2Z with the motive that for a; b 2 Z, a b,
which solves the inde nite summation problem.
For the rational function , related to f k+1 =f k as above, there exists a representation (x; y) = z x y A (x; y)=B (x; y) with bibasic monic A ; B 2 F x; y], z 2 F, and ; 2 Z, which we call a rational representation of the bibasic hypergeometric sequence (f k ) k2Z . If additionally A and B are relatively prime, then (x; y) is called the reduced rational representation of (f k ) k2Z . For 2 Z, let + := max( ; 0) and ? := max(? ; 0).
It will be shown below that bibasic hypergeometric telescoping can be decided constructively as follows.
Algorithm Telescope p;q . Input: a bibasic hypergeometric sequence (f k ) k2Z speci ed by its reduced rational representation = z x y A =B ; Output: a bibasic hypergeometric solution (g k ) k2Z of (1) ; in case such a solution does not exist, the algorithm stops.
(i) Compute the bibasic GP form of (f k ) k2Z , i.e., (a) determine unique bibasic monic polynomials P , Q , R 2 F x; y] such that
where gcd p;q (P ; Q ) = 1 = gcd p;q (P ; R ) and gcd p;q (Q ; j R ) = 1 for all j 1, 
is a bibasic hypergeometric solution of (1), otherwise no bibasic hypergeometric solution (g k ) k2Z exists.
The steps of Algorithm Telescope p;q are derived as follows. First, assume that a bibasic hypergeometric solution (g k ) k2Z with rational representation g k+1 =g k = (q k ; p k ) of (1) exists. Then evidently we have g k = (q k ; p k ) f k ; (6) where (x; y) = 1=( (x; y) ? 1) 2 F(x; y).
By relation (6), equation (1) is equivalent to z x + y + A ? x ? y ? B = x ? y ? B ;
(7) where the reduced rational representation of (f k ) k2Z is given by = z x y A =B .
Vice versa, any rational solution 2 F(x; y) of (7) gives rise to a bibasic hypergeometric solution g k := (q k ; p k ) f k of (1). This means, bibasic hypergeometric telescoping is equivalent to nding a rational solution of (7). Any 2 F(x; y) can be represented as the quotient of relatively prime polynomials in the form = U=V where U; V 2 F x; y] with V = x ' y V the bibasic monic decomposition of V. In case such a solution of (7) exists, assume we know V or a multiple V 2 F x; y] of V. This observation gives rise to a simple and straightforward algorithm for computing a multiple V := P 1 ] 1 p;q P n ] n p;q of V . For instance, if P 1 := gcd p;q ( ?1 A ; B ) then obviously P 1 jP 1 . Actually, one can iteratively extract bibasic monic P i -multiples P i such that P i jA and ?i+1 P i jB by the following algorithm. Algorithm V MULT. Input: relatively prime and bibasic monic polynomials A ; B 2 F x; y] that constitute the bibasic monic quotient of = z x y A =B 2 F(x; y); Output: bibasic monic polynomials P 1 ; : : :; P n such that V := P 1 ] 1 p;q P n ] n p;q is a multiple of V , the bibasic monic part of the denominator V = x ' y V of 2 F(x; y). Then n is the maximal positive integer such that R 1 (q n ; p n ) R 2 (q n ; p n ) = 0 if such an integer exists, and n = 0 otherwise. However, in our implementation we make use of the fact that A and B already come in nicely factored form so that the computation of n boils down to a comparison of those factors.
Moreover, Algorithm V MULT also delivers the constituents of the bibasic monic part of the GP representation (2) as stated in the following lemma.
Lemma 2. Let n, A n , B n , and the tuple hP 1 ; : : :; P n i be computed as in Algorithm V MULT.
Then for P = V , Q = A n , and R = ?1 B n we have A B = P P Q R ; where gcd p;q (P ; Q ) = 1 = gcd p;q (P ; R ) and gcd p;q (Q ; j R ) = 1 for all j 1. (7), and thus the bibasic hypergeometric telescoping problem (1), is to determine appropriate multiplicities and such that V = x y V is a multiple of V = x ' y V :
For that we consider equation (9) again in the equivalent version z x + y + A V U ? x ? y ? B q ' p ( V ) U = x ? y ? B V V; (10) and distinguish the following cases corresponding to step (ib) of Algorithm Telescope p;q .
(i) Assume that either ? 6 = 0 or + 6 = 0. In the rst case we have + = 0 and x ? j U, hence ' must be 0 because of gcd p;q (U; V) = 1. This means, we can choose := 0. In the second case we have ? = 0 and x min( +;') j U, because of V = x ' y q ' p V . Again ' must be 0, and again we can choose := 0. Analogously, if 6 = 0 we can choose := 0.
(ii) Assume that = 0 and 6 = 0, hence = 0 by (i). For ' > 0, evaluating equation (10) at x = 0 results in z y + A (0; y) V (0; y) U(0; py) ? y ? B (0; y) q ' V (0; py) U(0; y) = 0: (11) In order to evaluate (11) at y = 0, note that P 2 F x; y] being bibasic monic does not necessarily imply that P(0; y) 2 F y] is p-monic. To overcome this problem, let us consider the p-monic decompositions of U(0; y) and V (0; y), say U(0; y) = u y u U(y) and V (0; y) = v y v V (y), respectively. Now, dividing equation (11) 
Now we no longer have the guarantee that the coe cient of x a+c in (19) does not vanish, but it is easily seen that this happens only for
Note that l x Y (y) is actually not known. However, for any non-zero polynomial h(y) = h 0 + h 1 y + + h d y d , the quotient h(y)=h(py) is of the form p ?m s(y), where s(y) is a rational function with s(0) = 1 and m is the zero-root multiplicity of h(y). Hence, the rightmost fraction in (20) may eliminate only positive integer powers of p and a rational function of y but never introduce a power of q. This proves Case (B2a x ), and after interchanging x and p with y and q, respectively, also Case (B2a y ).
On the other hand, if the coe cient of x a+c in (19) does not vanish, we obtain Case (B2b x ) and analogously Case (B2b y ).
Applications
In this section we shall illustrate the method of bibasic hypergeometric telescoping using the author's Mathematica implementation qTelescope, which is a bibasic extension of a q-analogue of Gosper's algorithm originally described in Paule and Riese 9] .
Let the q-shifted factorial of a 2 F be de ned as usual (see, e.g. Gasper where products of q-shifted factorials will be abbreviated by (a 1 ; a 2 ; : : :; a n ; q) k := (a 1 ; q) k (a 2 ; q) k (a n ; q) k : In the present implementation we allow as summand any bibasic hypergeometric sequence (f k ) k2Z of the form Concerning Algorithm V MULT, it is clear from above that any P 6 = 1 will actually contribute to P 1 ] 1 p;q and thus can be treated separately. Due to our input restrictions | this is the reason for admitting only power products instead of arbitrary rational functions | it is possible to nd n in step (i) of Algorithm V MULT simply by comparing all factors in A and B as already mentioned.
Furthermore, since A and B are both products of a q-monic and a p-monic polynomial, they will never contribute to b x =a x and b y =a y . Thus, b x =a x and b y =a y are in any case integer powers of q and p, respectively, coming from P= P. Therefore, they do not take in uence on the computation of and at all.
Bibasic Summation Formulas
In 1989, Gasper 3] is a rational function of q k and p k only for xed n. Therefore d k is not a valid input for the algorithm. To overcome the problem, we replace k, n, and a in (24) by k ? m, n ? m, and a ?1 p m q 1?n , respectively, such that (24) turns into the orthogonality relation c n;m n X k=m a n;k b k;m = n;m (25) with c n;m = (1 ? a ?1 p m q ?n ) a 1+m?n q ( m+1 2 )?( n 2 ) ; a n;k = (ap ?k ; q) n (p; p) n?k (?1) 1+k+n p ( n?k 2 ) ; b k;m = p ?k(m+1) (p; p) k?m (ap ?k ; q) m+1 :
Note that a n;k and b k;m still do not t into the input speci cation of the algorithm. For A = (a n;k ), B = (b k;m ), and C = (c n;m ), relation (25) could be rewritten as A B = diag(C) ?1 , showing that the matrix diag(C) A = (c n;n a n;k ) is inverse to the matrix B. Since inverse matrices commute, (25) (p; p) k (p; p) n?k (ap ?n ; bp n ; q) k+1 p ( n?k 2 ) = n;0 :
In 
Open Problems
With the input speci cation described above we actually have not taken into account that a bibasic hypergeometric summand f k could involve q-shifted factorials with mixed bases such as (a; p i q j ) k for i; j 2 Zas well. However, since to our knowledge applications of this type have not arisen in practice up to now, this feature has not been implemented yet.
For the sake of simplicity we restricted ourselves to discuss in detail the bibasic case. Nevertheless, the presented approach should easily extend to the multi-basic case, i.e., to sequences being hypergeometric in independent bases q 1 ; : : :; q m .
So far we found only one single bibasic example in the literature which we could not handle with our machinery, namely Gasper when max(jpj; jqj; japj;jbj) < 1.
